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Adige Design is a Boston-based international artisan and construction material sourcing company 

with a passion for quality products. Our mission is to uncover special artisans, unique materials and  

products, and incorporate them in any development, home, or office. Throughout Italy and France,  

we travel to the mines, workshops, factories and mills, diligently searching to discover special people 

producing unique and extraordinary products that will make your project stand out.

Discovering 
Special people  
producing 
extraordinary 
products

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  A R T I S A N  &  C O N S T R U C T I O N 

M A T E R I A L  S O U R C I N G  C O M P A N Y
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MATERIAL & PRODUCT  
PROCUREMENT
Adige supplies represented products to industry  

professionals and homeowners alike. Whether we 

work with you during the initial stages of project  

design or propose new products based upon your  

existing architectural specifications, we have the  

expertise and experience to elevate your project with 

unique products.

PROJECT DESIGN 
Adige not only supplies extraordinary products, but  

accompanies clients from project development 

through installation and after sale service. From initial  

drawing production to final adjustments after  

installation, Adige works with local construction 

teams to ensure the products are properly integrated 

into the construction process. We serve as the crucial 

link between local project teams and our international  

artisans and suppliers. We are often called upon to 

work with architects and clients directly during the 

design phase to specify the products that are right for 

the design aesthetic of the project.

INTERIOR DESIGN
Adige’s collection of products form a cohesive design  

expression. Passionate about design down to the  

selection of paint colors and artwork, full scope   

interior design services are available upon request.

CUSTOM WORKS 
Artisanship is intimately related to customization,  

and at Adige we are able to produce bespoke one-of- 

a-kind creations that our clients dream up. From 

a custom stone carved sink, to a marble wall  

installation, to a custom closet island—we work with 

you to create whatever you or your designer dream of.

Space Planning

Material Procurement

Product Procurement

Project Design

Interior Design

Custom Kitchen Design

Custom Closet Design

Interior Door and Dividing Systems

Custom Metalwork

Custom Marble Work

Custom Furniture Design & Production

Furniture and Accessories Selection

Lighting Selection

Finish Selection

Construction Documents

Dedicated Freight & Warehouse Services

As a full service architectural material sourcing  

company, we offer an array of design and tailored 

consulting services for exquisite materials and  

artisan products from the initial design phase of a  

project through construction, in addition to interior 

design and furniture specifications. See our full list of 

services below:

SERVICING 
developers, 
architects, 
designers & 
HOMEOWNERS 
Alike

H O W  W E  C A N  H E L P

OUR SERVICES



KITCHENS & MILLWORK
CLOSETS & COMPLEMENTS
BATHROOM VANITIES
BATHROOM FIXTURES
WOOD FLOORING
MARBLE & STONE
DOORS
LIGHTING
CUSTOM MANTELS
METALWORK
GLASS SYSTEMS
GLASS PARTITIONS
RESIDENTIAL FURNITURE
OFFICE FURNITURE

The following artisans and materials are exclusively brought to  

Boston and New England by Adige Design and represent a portion  

of the products sourced by Adige. If you desire to bring Adige’s  

products and expertise to your development, home, or office,  

please contact us.

Fostering direct relationships with our exclusive artisans enables  

us to provide many innovative products not customarily found in  

the US market—from custom works and kitchens, to modern glass 

European sliding systems and interior partitions, to beautiful period 

mantels and furniture. Come talk with us and we can recommend 

an abundance of special products for your project.

PRODUCTS & 
THEIR ARTISANS

F E A T U R E D  A D I G E - E X C L U S I V E

OUR SERVICES
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Kitchens 
& MILLWORK
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KITCHENS & MILLWORK
Our kitchen cabinetry & millwork selections are all produced in Italy. We specialize in both  

ultra-modern and traditional-style kitchens, as well as completely custom designs. Adige is the  

exclusive supplier for Astra Cucine and Armonia Group in the New England area. From modern  

kitchen cabinetry to custom bars, our kitchen & millwork products are beautifully designed and have 

been carefully selected to offer new innovative lines to our clients. Contact us to learn more about all 

of our kitchen collections, wide selection of finishes and pricing, and how we can outfit the kitchen 

of your dreams. 

FEATURED PRODUCT / KITCHENS

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T

12



Luxury design, ‘Made in Italy’. Armonia Group is 

a custom interior millwork and design company,  

located in Romano d’Ezzelino, Italy. They are 

dedicated to creating bespoke, personalized 

interiors, working with the finest international  

designers and brands. Putting to work the best  

of modern Italian design & innovative products  

with centuries-old pride in craft, Armonia  

Group is able to design and fabricate millwork  

that can range anywhere the client may  

dream, from antique pieces to the ultra  

modern kitchen. Armonia Group has the  

experience to deliver precise products to job 

sites nearly anywhere in the world with the 

needed accuracy and in intimate collaboration 

with local construction teams. 

ARMONIA GROUP
Romano d’Ezzelino, Veneto, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / KITCHENS & MILLWORK

14 15
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FEATURED PRODUCT / KITCHENS & MILLWORK
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Manufacturers of modular kitchens since 

1976, Astra is focused on quality, planning and  

design—the winning strategies in the world  

market of the kitchen. Astra has over 40 years  

of experience, and is able to combine quality  

and reliability with innovative and creative  

design, rigorously ‘Made in Italy’. Astra  

offers a complete range of models, from  

modern to traditional, with a rich tradition of  

craftsmanship and passion for their work. The 

continuous creation of new, patented models  

to better interpret the most contemporary  

lifestyles has allowed the continued success 

and growth of Astra, where the highest degree  

of customization on each item and the high 

quality standard of the service offered have  

become the mission and core business of  

the company.

ASTRA CUCINE
F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

Annone Veneto, Veneto, Italy

FEATURED ARTISAN / KITCHENS
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FEATURED PRODUCT / KITCHENS
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FEATURED PRODUCT / KITCHENS
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CLOSETS & COMPLEMENTS
Our closet systems are produced with quality materials by Olivieri Mobili, at the forefront of  

Italian design. These systems guarantee non-deformability over time, and are high-end and  

practical, yet attractively priced within a broad range for clients to chose what is right for them.  

Want to customize your closet further? Contact us to get to know all available collections and our  

extensive finishes selection. 

FEATURED PRODUCT / CLOSETS & COMPLEMENTS

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T
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The history of Olivieri is the history of a family  

that since 1929 has been able to express trend 

at its best and how to live in your home. For  

four generations, the Olivieri family has been  

dedicated to crafting closet and millwork  

solutions that elegantly contribute to a home’s 

design through noble and rich materials, while 

also designing and producing complementary  

furniture essentials that are the essence of  

Italian design. As a family company, Olivieri 

prides itself on its artisanal roots and quality  

materials while also striving to improve the  

production process by integrating high tech 

means and methods. Olivieri believes in a 

world on a human scale and also in a better 

one, thanks to production choices that respect  

our environment.  

OLIVIERI MOBILI
Rimini, Emilia Romagna, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / CLOSETS & COMPLEMENTS



FEATURED PRODUCT / CLOSETS & COMPLEMENTS

3130
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FEATURED PRODUCT / CLOSETS & COMPLEMENTS



FEATURED PRODUCT / CLOSETS & COMPLEMENTS
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BATHROOM VANITIES
As the exclusive supplier for Tailormade Stocco, our custom-built, ‘Made in Italy’ bathroom vanities 

feature an elegant and timeless design with a sleek wall-hung aesthetic and an interior convenience 

drawer. Paying close attention to ergonomics and the thoughtful choice of materials, our vanities are 

created with the utmost attention to detail and care with a broad range of existing models as well as 

options for custom works. Contact us to learn about all available systems and our extensive finishes 

selection and configurations.  

FEATURED PRODUCT / BATHROOM VANITIES

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T
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TAILORMADE STOCCO

Tailormade provides architects and interior designers  

with an all-inclusive and fully customizable world 

of products to design and manufacture bathroom  

furniture. The quality of Tailormade systems is the  

result of a philosophy that has been a cornerstone for 

Stocco right from the beginning: choosing to focus 

on collaboration, working with industry professionals, 

manufacturing products in-house with the support of 

a local network of specialized partners, and constantly 

investing in research and development. Tailormade is 

“Tailored Design, Tailored Craft and Tailored Service.” 

At the forefront of design, Tailormade is a benchmark  

for quality and ‘Made in Italy’, with fifty years of history  

dedicated to producing the most beautiful and  

innovative bathroom furniture.

Padova, Veneto, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / BATHROOM VANITIES
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FEATURED PRODUCT / BATHROOM VANITIES
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FEATURED PRODUCT / BATHROOM VANITIES



BATHROOM 
FIXTURES
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BATHROOM FIXTURES
From master suite shower heads to powder room faucets, we offer stainless steel bathroom  

fixtures of the highest quality and most modern yet innovative, elegant designs. Adige is the  

exclusive supplier for Radomonte Venezia, an Italian brand that forges craftsmanship with the  

modern industry and is not customarily found in the US market. Contact us to view all available lines. 

FEATURED PRODUCT / BATHROOM FIXTURES

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T
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Radomonte Venezia

A brand with a strong and determined personality,  

Radomonte’s journey was born from a decennial  

experience with stainless steel. Their objective is to 

show the high quality of their stainless-steel mixers  

for bathrooms, kitchens, and complements. Mixers,  

shower heads, shower columns but also robe hooks,  

towel rails and soap dispensers. Modern and  

innovative products, born from a long experience 

in the world of design tapware, and from a deep  

knowledge of the materials and how to work  

with them.

Radomonte combines the qualities of craftsmanship  

to those of the modern industry. They look to the  

future but remain tied to a timeless tradition.  

Radomonte is a brand that encompasses people,  

skills, experience. They are constantly looking for  

anything that is innovative to offer customers the  

best mixers and design accessories for bathrooms  

and kitchens. For those who seek style, Radomonte  

offers high level components for homes that combine 

elegance and technology.

Pordenone, PN, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / BATHROOM FIXTURES



Wood 
Flooring
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WOOD FLOORING
Our wood flooring products are synonymous with beauty, resulting from research, design,  

craftsmanship and a thorough knowledge of materials. Our flooring is engineered for a wide variety  

of sizes, thickness, patterns, finishes and textures, and the durability of finish that comes from the 

unique factory process. From plank, chevron, or custom designs, including hand-scraped finishes 

and exact color matching, to anything from modern and light to dark and sophisticated tones. Adige 

is the exclusive supplier for Itlas Pavimenti in Legno in the New England area. Contact us to get to 

know all available products and finishes selection.

FEATURED PRODUCT / WOOD FLOORING

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T
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ITLAS PAVIMENTI IN LEGNO

Patrizio Dei Tos, in partnership with his father Lino,  

purchased the Zarpellon sawmill at Cordignano in 

1988. The business was to concentrate its activities  

on producing pre-finished wood flooring, which was 

an innovative product in the eighties and nineties.  

Patrizio sought to solve many problems of wood  

flooring, including expansion and contraction issues 

and inefficient on-site finishing. 

He created a wide, catalogued variety of  

reliable colors and finishes to choose from by  

re-engineering the product’s structure and finish all 

while maintaining a love for a natural product and 

artisanal craftsmanship. He revolutionized  wood 

flooring by bringing a vastly superior product to the  

market with a size, pattern, and finish variety and  

stability that had never before been achieved. Itlas 

has maintained its love of craftsmanship and prides 

itself on being able to produce quantities for large 

projects as well as small quantities of complicated  

patterns and intricate hand-carved details such as 

medallions and custom wood artwork, using time  

honored traditions combined with modern technology  

and innovation.

Cordignano, Veneto, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / WOOD FLOORING



FEATURED PRODUCT / WOOD FLOORING
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FEATURED PRODUCT / WOOD FLOORING
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FEATURED PRODUCT / WOOD FLOORING

Tavole del Piave
A large prefinished three-layer planking system, used to enhance the flooring to grant balance, stability and  

overall quality. The exposed layer features noble wood, the balancing counterface layer is made up of fir  

hardwood, and the central core is birch plywood, with at least five layers positioned orthogonally on the other  

layers to enhance its stability. 

63

1ST LAYER
Noble hardwood
thickness 5 mm ±0.5

2ND LAYER
Central support in birch 
plywood with vinyl glue in D3 
class. The combination of these 
two elements guarantees the 
best performance in terms of 
dimensional stability on heated 
floors also for large dimension.

RESISTANT SUPERFICIAL
FINISHING
Thanks to the methods 
through which manufacture 
is carried on, as well as the 
protective water-based finishing 
cycle, the floor guarantees 
optimal performance.  

3RD LAYER
Balancing counterface in 
solid fir, fibers are orthogonal 
with respect to first layer for
 better stability.

TONGUE-AND-GROOVE
ON FOUR SIDES 

ORTHOGONAL WOODCUTS
Enhances the longitudinal 
flexibility of the support to 
adjust perfectly to the 
screed and improve the 
dimensional stability.
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MARBLE & STONE
Used to beautiful effect since antiquity, elevating sculptures, buildings and monuments alike, marble  

and stone are a long-lasting material making for an excellent option for striking interiors and  

luxurious exteriors. Our exclusive stone artisans at Venetian Gold can offer anything from hand 

carved Carrara marble pieces, to vein-matching waterfall counters, to custom vanity sinks. Whether 

marble, granite, or any kind of exotic stone, contact us to learn more or to start your custom piece.

FEATURED PRODUCT / MARBLE & STONE

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T
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FEATURED PRODUCT / MARBLE & STONE



FEATURED PRODUCT / MARBLE & STONE
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DOORS & 
hardware
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DOORS & HARDWARE
Our doors & hardware are from Italy and come in a wide range of models in different materials 

and styles with features such as magnetic closures and concealed hinges, rarely seen in the US.  

Synthesis of tradition, stylistic and modern versatility, the doors are distinguished by the richness of  

detail and the option for full customization. Contact us to learn more about our collections and all  

available finishes.

FEATURED PRODUCT / DOORS

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T
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Zanini Porte is a leader in the manufacturing and  

design of interior and fire doors, distinguished by 

quality, design, and technology. They offer a wide 

range of interior doors, to satisfy every need and taste, 

from the simplest to the most elaborate. Attention  

to detail is an element that characterizes all of  

their collections and allows their insertion in any  

environment, from classic to modern. 

ZANINI PORTE
Corbiolo di Bosco Chiesanuova, VR, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / DOORS
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FEATURED PRODUCT / DOORS



LIGHTING
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LIGHTING
A passion for lighting paired with artisan knowledge, we source the latest, most stunning lighting  

designs to incorporate into any type of project, from base recessed lighting to intricate lighting  

fixtures that can be the focal point of any room. We supply modern yet rustic lighting made with  

classical materials such as copper, brass, iron, and ceramic. Adige is the exclusive Boston supplier 

for Il Fanale, a hand-crafted lighting company based in Italy, for both indoor and outdoor spaces.  

Contact us to see more of their US collection and all available finishes.

FEATURED PRODUCT / LIGHTING

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T

82
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Back in 1979, in a small workshop close to 

the city of Treviso, Il Fanale came into being. 

The founders, Fausto Dalla Torre and his wife  

Luisa combine their passion for lighting with 

their artisan knowledge, with the mission 

of producing lamps of the highest quality. Il  

Fanale fixtures are handworks of “art and 

light” that suit contemporary environments  

with clear recalls to Italian-style tradition. In 

their workshop, on request they manufacture  

bespoke products, both for retail and  

contract, with customized technical solutions 

for each project.

IL FANALE
San Biagio di Callalta, TV, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / LIGHTING
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FEATURED PRODUCT / LIGHTING
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FEATURED PRODUCT / LIGHTING



CUSTOM 
MANTELS
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CUSTOM MANTELS
A beautiful mantel can be the focal point of any room, not only for residential homes, but also 

for boutique offices or hotel developments. Carefully selected and hand-carved, our fireplace  

mantels are custom designed by both our team and our exclusive artisans, and are available in a  

variety of designs and stones, from white marble to black, grey or lilac. Shown on the next few pages 

are our featured designs. Interested in a custom design? Contact us and we’ll work with you to create 

a one-of-a-kind mantel.

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T

FEATURED PRODUCT / CUSTOM MANTELS 

92
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VENETIAN GOLD

Venetian Gold is the artisanal processing subsidiary of 

Italian stone distributor C’a D’Oro. With direct access  

to the full array of the world’s finest and most  

precious natural stones, Venetian Gold turns the concept 

of living into something priceless. From book matching  

Statuario marble to complicated mapping of stone 

pieces to form intricate altars or a full building façade, 

down to a hand carved fireplace mantle in a home,  

Venetian Gold supplies stone to the world’s top  

designers and brands including Karim Rachid. With  

inspiration from its founder Pietro Andreola and his 

daughter Margherita, Venetian Gold has the experience,  

passion, artisanal know-how, and technologically  

advanced machinery to set loose a stone’s evocative force 

to don new shape to what nature has created. 

San Giorgio di Nogaro, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / MANTELS, MARBLE, STONE
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FEATURED PRODUCT / CUSTOM MANTELS 
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FEATURED PRODUCT / CUSTOM MANTELS 
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METALWORK
A twist on a timeless product, our ornamental iron & metalwork pieces are hand-cast and crafted by 

artisans that incorporate design and quality together to create beautiful pieces of art. Adige is the 

exclusive supplier for Mingardo and Il Fabbro di Omero Bertacco, Master Blacksmiths. Whether you 

are looking for a unique hand-cast mirror, a custom side table, or have a completely new project 

you’ve dreamt up, our metalwork can add a whole new level to your project. Contact us to get to know 

more about our customizable products and how we can bring your ideas to life. 

FEATURED PRODUCT / METALWORK

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T
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Mingardo Ilario founded Mingardo Blacksmith 

Workshop in 1970, after over twenty years of 

experience in the metal processing field. The 

production was initially focused on simple  

blacksmith work for the construction industry.  

With perfection over time, production focused  

on more refined items, enabling the company  

to collaborate with internationally renowned  

companies and architects: from the first  

collaborations with architect Carlo Scarpa to  

the more recent commissions for Museo  

del Novecento in Milan, Parco della Musica 

in Florence, and Teatro Petruzzelli in Bari. In 

2013, at only 25, Ilario’s son Daniele launched 

his own brand, Mingardo, in order to combine  

his passion for craftsmanship with his love 

for design. Daniele made his debut as an  

independent manufacturer of hand-made  

and numbered design objects during the  

Milan Design Week. The decision to create  

his own brand as a manufacturer comes from  

the desire to overcome the business model of  

traditional craft by developing an innovative  

business project able to transfer artisanal  

skills to contemporary metal objects designed 

by emerging and established designers. 

Mingardo
Monselice, Veneto, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / METALWORK
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FEATURED PRODUCT / METALWORK
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FEATURED PRODUCT / METALWORK
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IL FABBRO DI OMERO BERTACCO

Omero Bertacco has been a master  

blacksmith for over 40 years and is the  

quintessential representation of the master  

artisan, earning the title Maestro D’Arte.  

Working with only his small team in his studio  

in Vicenza, Italy, Omero continues the  

cherished tradition of making the necessary  

elements of life and building construction  

exquisitely artistic and beautiful. From iron  

railings, to lamps, canopies, doors and gates, 

Omero is the craftsman that can turn a  

functional heating vent into an admired  

lovely work of art.

Vicenza, Veneto, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / METALWORK



FEATURED PRODUCT / METALWORK
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GLASS SYSTEMS
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GLASS SYSTEMS
With its invisible wings, frames, and middle joint measuring a mere 3\4 of an inch, our ApexFine glass  

systems bring invisibility and design together by way of an innovative sliding system that combines 

the best of German technology with the finest Italian design. Whether manual or motorized, the quiet  

and fluid movement of the ApexFine speaks excellence, beauty and sophistication. With its wide 

range of solutions, ApexFine will be able to accommodate your needs while achieving your aspired 

design. Adige is the exclusive New England supplier for Apexfine by Ponzio Aluminium. Contact us to 

view all available products and finishes.

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T
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Ponzio Aluminium was founded in 1941 by  

Giuseppe Ponzio, followed by the continued 

success of four generations. Ponzio produces  

a classification of casement and sliding  

windows, continuous facades, options for 

joinery and aluminum main doors. The  

continuous enforcement of the more original  

technologies and the diversification of  

exterior finish classification, Ponzio’s feather  

in the cap allow the company to become 

what is today; a well-founded reality in the  

aluminum industry.

Ponzio is the reference brand for aluminum  

joinery, gaining the confidence of every  

customer and offering ideal solutions within a  

360° service. A context for capacity and  

competence, a reality which allows the  

customer to work thanks to flawless  

performances and high reliability.

PONZIO ALUMINIUM
Pineto, TE, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / GLASS SYSTEMS
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GLASS  
PARTITIONS
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GLASS PARTITIONS
Our glass partitions bring innovation and design together by way of framed glazing and solid  

partition walls, with a wide range of profiles designed to meet the high expectations of those who  

want sophisticated solutions. Coordinating the finish and trim of different profiles, aluminum  

cladding, and smooth exterior coatings using the COLORBOX system, it is an exceptional collection  

featuring hundreds of finishes. Contact us to view all available products.

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T

FEATURED PRODUCT / GLASS PARTITIONS

124 125
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Paretimilano is the innovative project of framed 

glazing and solid partition walls designed to 

meet the high expectations of those who want 

sophisticated solutions for offices, residences,  

hotels, museums, or any other space to be 

fitted out and furnished. With a wide range of 

profiles, Paretimilano stands out for its offer 

of solutions for every need, even for the most 

specific and demanding situations.

The innovative system and its components are 

developed in-house by Paretimilano’s highly  

qualified staff, with over 70 years of combined  

expertise in the aluminum door and window 

frames sector. The technical department  

develops high performing solutions by using  

3D printing technology for the prototypes’  

production. 

PARETIMILANO
Pineto, TE, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED PRODUCT / GLASS PARTITIONS
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FEATURED PRODUCT / GLASS PARTITIONS



RESIDENTIAL  
FURNITURE
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FURNITURE
A central expression of Italian elegance and modernity, our furniture offerings are at the forefront of  

the world-renowned Italian design industry, with the latest innovations and design trends. Our wide  

variety of furniture options range from ultra modern European to traditional and transitional. In addition,  

we offer products that respond to the changing needs of todays office environment. Adige is the  

exclusive New England area supplier for Alberta Pacific Furniture, Armonia Group, True Design and  

Mingardo. Contact us to learn more about their collections and available finishes.

FEATURED PRODUCT / FURNITURE

F E A T U R E D  P R O D U C T



Alberta was founded in 1978 in Italy’s north 

east, a land inspired by tradition based on 

the natural creativity of the local people and 

the centuries-old spirit of Venetian artistry. 

The company produces sofas and armchairs  

with timeless classic or modern styling as 

well as exclusive interior design pieces, all  

from high-quality materials. Authentic artisan 

skill and genuine passion combine to produce  

new pieces based on original ideas and fresh 

perspectives. Company founder Giuseppe 

Sbroggiò is driven to design and produce 

pieces which are the perfect balance between  

functionality and style, a drive he shares with 

his sons Riccardo, Vittorio and Edoardo, as well 

as with his entire staff.

ALBERTA PACIFIC FURNITURE
Vazzola, Treviso, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED PRODUCT / RESIDENTIAL FURNITURE
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OFFICE  
FURNITURE
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Founded in 1983, True Design is an Italian 

company that creates high-quality furnishings  

and accessories, able to respond to the  

changing needs of the market in an innovative  

and lasting manner, providing a service that  

can always effectively satisfy customer needs  

with industrial products which can be  

customized upon request. The spirit of the  

brand is contained in a single concise and 

precise adjective that reflects the values on 

which its collection is based, characterized by  

authenticity, practicality, and concreteness.

True’s objective is to grow continuously in 

the name of research and innovation, and to  

expand and increasingly stand out on the  

international level due to the quality of its  

production and service, competitively  

consolidating its brand among the most  

important market segments. True focuses on 

passion for beautiful and well-performed work 

for the satisfaction of its customers, and helps 

make spaces more pleasant and comfortable, 

with products that are durable both for their 

taste and for the quality of their materials and 

workmanship, and therefore truly sustainable.

TRUE DESIGN
Sant’Elena, PD, Italy

F E A T U R E D  A R T I S A N

FEATURED ARTISAN / OFFICE FURNITURE



FEATURED PRODUCT / OFFICE FURNITURE
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FEATURED PRODUCT / OFFICE FURNITURE



CONTACT US
Adige LLC 

+1.617.370.8810 

info@adigedesign.com  

adigedesign.com
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